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▪ Make this Ramadan unforgettable with a setting that's all about oneness. A space 

where warm gatherings turn moments into memories.      

 

▪ With earthy texture and simple shapes, our Willy bistro table from the Leanne Ford 

collection can easily steal the show. 

 

Spruce it up with a few decor pieces, and watch the look elevate to a whole new 

level.         

 

▪ No matter the occasion, our Carson Sectioned Serving Board has got you covered! 

Just pick your favorite nibbles and lay them out for everyone to dive into!             

 

▪ Minimalist, aesthetic, artful - we could go on. Get the Leanne Ford-selected bedroom 

look with: 

 

1. Ever white slipcover bed 

2. Full-moon clay vase 

3. Jackie reversible stripe linen duvet 

 

▪ Guess what makes your hot chocolate even dreamier? Our Irish Coffee Mug, giving 

you all that extra space for that fluffy whipped cream cloud! ☕ 

 

▪ Treat your little one to a new and fun playroom: colorful rugs, cute chairs, a cool 

desk, and a space-saving bookcase for endless wonders and creative fun! 🌈🎨✨ 

 

▪ No hassle S'mores ice cream sandwiches! Thanks to @cuisinart's amazing ice cream 

maker, all you have to do is resist your cravings until they're all on the plate.              

 

▪ Enhance the Ramadan ambiance with decor that completes the look, bringing the holy 

month's vibes into every corner of your home. 

 

▪ Charming, chic, bold, comfy or effortless - what’s your ottoman mood? (Hint: We are 

in all three.)         

 

▪ Leanne Ford's collection is all about simple designs and effortless decor. Transform 

your space into a laid-back cozy haven perfect for warm gatherings.       

 



▪ Molly Baz's glassware collection gives a cool vibe to tabletop essentials— distinct, 

colorful, and adds a splash of fun to any setting! 

 

▪ With the SMEG Hand Mixer, it's effortless – no fuss, no mess, just creamy, delightful 

dough for a smooth cookie baking adventure. 🍪✨ 

 

▪ It’s time to declutter. Organize your home with the best storage solutions: 

 

-Calypso black ebonized bookcase 

-Terra natural oak bookcase 

-Batten panel and bench set 

-Highland black cabinet 

-Tate bookcase cabinet 

-Yukon entryway bench 

 

▪ Introducing Jake Arnold's Crate and Barrel exclusive collection - an artful curation 

where every piece embodies a balance of style and comfort.  

 


